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Triple C Camp - Post Campaign Summary 

 

Executive Summary 

Campaign Overview: Triple C Camp is primarily a summer day camp that operates June 

through August. However, throughout the year, Triple C offers a ropes course and facility 

rentals mostly used for team building or conference purposes. Triple C’s goals for the 

summer of 2012 are to increase enrollment to 300 campers a week (from its current 

enrollment of 260 campers/week) and increase facility rental sales to $175,000 (from its 

current facility rental sales of $125,000). Driving traffic to the website would increase 

awareness of the brand and thus help achieve Triple C’s goals.  Therefore Google AdWords 

was used to help drive traffic to the website and achieve a Click Through Rate (CTR) of 1.2% 

and maintain an Average Position (Avg. Pos.) of 1.2. Four campaigns were originally created 

to attain these goals: Brand, Day Camp, Learn to Swim, and Challenge Course, with an 

About Campaign added in Week 2.  

Key Results:  Through the above campaigns, AdWords added value to Triple C’s business 

and online marketing presence. The overall campaign goals were achieved, however, the key 

results such as number of campers and targeted sales goals cannot be yet determined until 

closer to the day camp season. According to our client, phone calls increased dramatically 

throughout the campaign period as well as camp tours. The Google Online Marketing 

Challenge (GOMC) allowed our team to learn how to better optimize online marketing and 

generate stronger leads for Triple C Camp. 

Conclusion:  Overall the campaign resulted in driving more traffic to Triple C Camp’s 

website. We spent $221.90 out of the $250.00 budget due to the low Cost Per Click (CPC). In 

addition, we surpassed the 1.2% CTR goal and reached a CTR of 4.25%.  This success was 

contributed to creating a tight knit campaign and keywords, constant monitoring of the 

campaign account, and the use of Google Tools such as the Opportunities Tab, Traffic 

Estimator, and Keyword Tool. 

Future Online Marketing Directions: Given the increase of traffic to Triple C’s website 

during the campaign window, we recommend Triple C continue use of Google AdWords. 

The Brand and About Campaigns generated the highest CTR and therefore should be 

continued.  If Triple C is committed to increasing their facility rental sales via an online 

platform, we see potential for the Challenge Course Campaign if it is allocated more 

budget.  AdWords is a great tool for increasing online presence in an easy, cost effective 

manner.  
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Industry Component 

Campaign Overview: The overarching goal of this campaign was to drive traffic to the 

client’s website in order to meet the client’s objectives of 1) increasing the number of weekly 

campers to 300 per week from last year’s 260 campers and 2) increasing facility rental sales 

to $175,000 from last year’s $125,000.  Three AdWords objectives were set in the Google 

Challenge Pre-Campaign Strategy Report to achieve the above objectives: 1) do not exceed 

an average CPC of $1.00, 2) achieve a CTR of over 1.2% ($250 as the budget/$1.00 average 

CPC= 250 clicks out of 20,833 impressions), and 3) maintain an Avg. Pos. of 1.2.  We 

focused primarily on having a high CTR by having highly relevant ads and a low CPC by 

utilizing long tail keywords with high Quality Scores. 

Operational Details: The account was active from March 25, 2012 to April 8, 2012. The 

account was active twenty four hours a day/seven days a week for the three week campaign 

window. Table 1 shows the total and daily budget spent by campaign and week. At the end of 

Week 1 the actual budget spent was under the planned budget.  Thus, the budget was adjusted 

for Week 2 by increasing the daily budget for the Brand, About, and Day Camp 

Campaigns. Since the Challenge Course and Learn to Swim Campaigns were receiving a 

low CTR and few clicks, these campaigns were paused. 

Table 1: Total and Daily Budget Spent by Campaign and Week 

In order to ensure the success of each campaign, close attention was paid to the 

keywords and Ad Groups. The keywords that were receiving more than 100 impressions but 

only two or fewer clicks were modified or paused.  In most cases, these keywords were broad 

match in which the ads were not highly relevant to the searched terms. Additionally, the Ad 

Groups whose keywords were too expensive to maintain an Average Position of 2 or higher 

were also paused. After these considerations the budget was reallocated to more successful 

Ad Groups and Keywords.  

Evolution of Campaign Strategy:  There were three major changes made during the 

campaign window: 1) pausing the Challenge and Learn to Swim Campaigns, 2) removing 

the About Ad Group from the Brand Campaign and making a separate About Campaign, 

and 3) adjusting keywords to phrase and exact match. 

Brand Campaign About Campaign Day Camp Campaign Challenge Campaign Learn to Swim Campaign Total Per Week

10% 60% 25% 5%

Week 1 $14.92 N/A $7.22 $0.00 $0.00 $22.14

7% ($3.73/day) ($1.03/day) ($0/day) ($0/day) ($3.16/day)

Week 2 $31.92 $31.12 $2.08 Paused Paused $65.12

26% ($4.56/day) ($4.45/day) ($.30/day) ($9.30/day)

Week 3 $12.36 $102.85 $19.43 Paused Paused $134.64

67% ($1.76/day) ($14.69/day) ($2.78/day) ($19.23/day)

$59.20 $133.97 $28.73 $0.00 $0.00 $221.90

($2.82/day) ($9.57/day) ($1.37/day) ($0/day) ($0/day) ($10.55/day)
Total Per Campaign
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The Challenge Campaign was paused because the cost of the estimated first page bid 

between all of the Ad Groups (Corporate, Team Building, Team Retreat, and Ropes Course) 

was between $3.75 and $5.75. This not only exceeded the goal to have an Avg. CPC of $1.00 

or less but it also surpassed the total budget originally allocated for the Challenge Campaign 

which was to spend only $1.61/day.  This low daily budget caused the Average Position 

(Avg. Pos.) for these ads to be between 8 and 10. Thus, with a low Avg. Pos. there is low 

visibility of ads, which partially explains why the Challenge Campaign was not receiving 

clicks. Since this aspect of Triple C is not the main focus of their business, the Challenge 

Campaign was foregone and more budget was concentrated on the Brand and Day Camp 

Campaigns, which are Triple C’s main focus and received the most clicks.  The same 

reasoning was used to pause the Learn to Swim Campaign as well.  

          Decisions were made to remove the About Ad Group from the Brand Campaign and 

make a separate About Campaign. This was because the About Ad Group had a much lower 

CTR than the Brand Ad Group in the Brand Campaign. In order to allow the Brand 

Campaign to realize its true CTR from its more successful Ad Group, the lower performing 

Ad Group was removed (About Ad Group) and became a separate campaign, the About 

Campaign. Once this was done, the newly formed About Campaign received more clicks 

and one of the highest CTR’s because it had its own budget and, with newly created ads, a 

more narrow focus.  

The third change was to minimize the amount of ineffective broad match keywords.  

Keywords such as “summer” and “camp” can be used in search queries unrelated to Triple 

C’s offerings.  Therefore, most of the keywords were adjusted to phrase and exact match and 

negative keywords were added to filter out search queries that did not relate to Triple C’s 

business.  Narrowing keywords led to more effective ads because the high relevance 

increased their Quality Score. Ads were rotated evenly at first to see which ads were clicked 

the most. Once this was determined, rotating to optimize for clicks was used to show the 

better performing ads.  Two ads that were served the most are shown in Table 2. The ad on 

the left was served 84.38% of the time in the Brand Ad Group and the ad on the right was 

served 52.94% of the time in the About Ad Group.        
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Key Results:  Prior to using Google AdWords, Triple C’s website received 1,815 clicks 

during the three week period prior to the campaign window.  According to Google Analytics, 

the website received 2,131 clicks while using AdWords during the 3 week campaign period, 

which is a 17.4% increase in site traffic.  The overall CTR of 4.25% far exceeded the goal of 

1.2%.  Additionally, the average CPC was $.92 which met the anticipated goal of <$1.00; this 

was because the majority of the clicks came from keywords with high Quality Scores and 

very low CPCs. The goal of achieving 250 clicks was not accomplished, but only shy 8 

clicks. Missing this goal may be attributed to less traffic during the holiday weekend at the 

end of the campaign window. Lastly, with a final Average Position of 2.4, the goal to obtain 

an Avg. Pos. of 1.2 was also not met due to more competition than originally expected. In 

spite of not achieving all the goals, the campaign was successful and generated more phone 

calls and camp tours for Triple C. Table 3 depicts the account’s overall performance.    

 

 

Some of the effective keyword combinations were keywords involving the brand 

name such as [Triple C Camp]. This keyword and other similar ones had a very high Average 

Position, low CPC, and high CTR. Some of the other keywords that were effective were 

“summer day camp” and “Triple C Camp Charlottesville.”  Figure 1 shows the top 5 

performing keywords by clicks.  

Some of the ineffective 

keyword combinations were from the 

Challenge Course and Learn to 

Swim Campaigns such as “Team 

Building” and “Swim Lessons.” The 

keywords related to team building 

were too expensive for the allocated 

budget and, therefore, couldn’t achieve a high enough Avg. Pos. to receive any clicks.  

          The campaign’s biggest success was moving the About Ad Group out of the Brand 

Campaign and creating its own About Campaign.  This campaign ended with a CTR of 

2.77% which is a significant increase over its CTR of 1.52% when it was an Ad Group under 

Campaign Clicks Impr. CTR Avg. CPC Cost Avg. Position

Brand 153 1,686     9.07% 0.39$        59.20$    2.2

Day Camp 25 1,414     1.77% 1.15$        28.73$    2.3

About 64 2,314     2.77% 2.09$        133.97$   2.3

Learn to Swim 0 90         0.00% -$          -$        1.5

Challenge Course 0 184       0.00% -$          -$        6.5

Total 242 5,688   4.25% 0.92$       221.90$ 2.4

Figure 1: Best Performing Keywords by Clicks 

Table 3: Overall Account Performance 
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the Brand Campaign. This is most likely because it had more focused keywords and more 

allocated budget.  

       Another successful strategy was allocating more budget to the Brand Campaign which 

increased the amount of times the ads were shown and therefore increased its CTR. At the 

end of Week 1, the Brand Campaign’s CTR was 4.72%.  By the end of Week 3, the CTR 

had increased to 9.07%. This campaign was by far the most successful campaign with the 

most clicks and the lowest average CPC of $.39.  This was due to keywords with high 

Quality Scores and highly effective 

ads. Figure 2 illustrates the 

breakdown of total clicks for each 

campaign. 

       One problem was the Challenge 

Campaign, which received lots of 

impressions but no clicks and was 

therefore paused during the first 

week.  The keyword, “summer camp,” was also added and initially received a high CTR and 

Average Position.  However, later analysis showed that impressions for this keyword were 

skyrocketed and the CTR decreased as well as the Average Position.  Since there was not 

enough budget allocated to this Ad Group and competition increased, the keyword was 

paused to stay within the budget.  However, the biggest failure was not spending the entire 

budget during the campaign window.  This was due to the majority of clicks coming from 

keywords that included the brand name (Triple C) and therefore had high Quality Scores and 

very low average CPCs. This caused the total cost of the Brand Campaign to remain low in 

proportion to the number of clicks it generated.  Another factor was decreased search traffic 

for all active campaigns during the holiday weekend at the end Week 3 (April 6-8). This 

unforeseen event was unfortunate because 50% of the budget was allocated for Week 3. 

           Table 4 below shows the overall performance of the Ad Groups at the end of the 

campaign. As seen through the performance metrics, many of the original Ad Groups did not 

receive many clicks because of their narrow focus and high competition.  Throughout the 

campaign the following Ad Groups were paused:  Learn to Swim, Ropes Course, Summer 

Activities, Corporate Groups, Team Retreats, Team Building, and Ropes Course Rentals.  

Due to these cuts, more budget was available for other the successful Ad Groups. After 

pausing the unsuccessful Ad Groups, the overall Average Position increased to 2.39 and CTR 

increased to 4.25%.    

Figure 2: Clicks by Campaign 
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Conclusion:  Triple C’s 

AdWords account was 

extremely successful and 

generated 242 clicks with a 

CTR of 4.25%, and an 

Average CPC of $.92. The 

account success was 

achieved by creating 

highly focused Ad Groups, 

allocating the budget 

towards more successful campaigns and keywords, adding sitelinks, and creating relevant ad 

copy. Pausing or modifying keywords that were underperforming helped improve each 

campaign’s CTR. Some campaigns and Ad Groups were paused, which affected overall 

metrics.  If given the chance to run the campaign again, the pre-campaign goals could have 

been met given the information now known through the optimization process.  

Future Recommendations: Triple C should continue online advertising with AdWords and 

continue to create brand awareness through this highly effective form of online advertising. 

Not only is this a cost effective form of advertising, it also can generate many leads and 

conversions for Triple C.  Triple C offers a unique selling point by differentiating its business 

among competition and creating a learning environment for its day campers. Triple C has the 

ability to communicate this through online advertising mediums and generate ROI and leads 

for the business in order to foster growth.   

 It is recommended Triple C keep the Brand Campaign and About Campaign due to 

their success and increase these campaign’s budgets. Additionally, Triple C should 

experiment with the Learn to Swim Campaign due to their ability to gain a high Avg. Pos. 

at a low CPC.  Triple C should allocate $20 per week during late spring and summer, when 

there is a higher volume of searches for the activity.  It is extremely important to geo-target 

all future campaigns Triple C decides to run on Google AdWords since, according to Google 

Analytics, 57% of their search traffic comes from Albemarle County, Charlottesville, and 

Harrisonburg.  In conclusion, Triple C has the ability to successfully compete on Google 

AdWords and create a large online PPC presence while generating leads for the day camp 

and rental facilities. 

  

Table 4: Metrics by Ad Group 
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Learning Component 

Learning Objectives and Outcomes:  From participating in the Google Online Marketing 

Challenge, our team hoped to gain a better understanding of AdWords and to learn how to 

run a successful campaign with a high CTR and low CPC.  Due the user-friendly nature of 

Google AdWords, the team was able to adapt to its features quickly which aided us in making 

changes quickly. Using AdWords reports, the team could easily see what was working and 

what was not working throughout the campaign window. Additionally, the team learned the 

true benefits of Google AdWords. One benefit is the amount of control the advertiser has in 

regards to budgeting and choosing desired keywords to bid. This is helpful to the business 

because they can reach potential customers that are in the market for their product or service.  

A second benefit is the tools AdWords offers to provide feedback on what is working with 

the campaign in order to further improve the marketing strategy for the business.  

Although we tested broad, “phrase” and [exact] matches for certain keywords, we 

avoided very broad keywords that generated a lot of impressions at the beginning of the 

campaign, which helped keep the CTR high throughout the campaign window. The team also 

learned how to effectively allocate the budget after we had problems with under spending 

during the first week. Another important experience that the team learned was about online 

consumer behavior, though search term reports and Google Analytics. For example, although 

the aim was to think like Triple C’s customer in choosing effective keywords, what we saw 

people searching for and responding to was quite different. Through Google Analytics the 

team learned where Triple C’s website traffic is coming from and how to effectively geo-

target the campaign. The Brand Campaign was extremely effective and by far the most 

successful campaign with a very high CTR of 9.07%, an average CPC of $0.39, and an 

average position of 2.2. Total ad spend in the Brand Campaign was $59.20 for 153 clicks.  

Group Dynamics: The energy of the team and the positive group dynamic was a major 

strength and helped in creating a successful campaign.  All group members were able to 

strategize together, work off of each other’s strengths, and manage schedules in order to 

check the status of the campaign regularly. One problem the team encountered was 

miscommunication when the About Ad Group was moved out of the Brand Campaign and 

into its own campaign as well as when the Challenge Campaign was paused.  Initially, the 

team laid out specific roles on who was monitoring what campaign in what week.   However, 

when campaigns were paused or new ones were created, roles changed and 

miscommunication occurred.  Within the first week of running the campaign, the Challenge 
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Campaign was paused due to its negative performance.  After doing this, new roles were 

never redistributed on what group member was monitoring which campaign.  Fortunately, 

this strategy worked in our favor because with all three group members adjusting all 

campaigns, the group could better monitor what was successful, what was not, and make 

changes accordingly. Due to this, the team was able to see what problems were occurring and 

make these changes in a timely manner.  

Aside from small miscommunications early on, our group had great group dynamic. 

We were all motivated to make the campaign successful for our client’s business. 

Additionally, the group wanted to learn what the underlying cause was as to why some of our 

campaigns were performing poorly. We also were not afraid of taking calculated risks in 

experimenting with new keywords, Dynamic Keyword Insertion, creating new campaigns, 

experimenting with the Display Network and making regular changes to the budget in order 

to surpass the pre-campaign goals.  

Client Dynamics:  Because our client (pictured to the right) was co-

owner of Triple C Camp and in charge of all marketing decisions, he 

was extremely knowledgeable on information regarding sales figures, 

marketing tactics, and all other information we needed to know 

regarding his business.  In addition to this, he also knew quite a bit of PPC terminology such 

as CTR, Ad Groups, Quality Score, etc.  Due to this, it aided the team in client 

communication and setting goals early in the pre-campaign period.  Our client was very 

enthusiastic to hear updates about the status of the campaign, chat with us over Skype, or e-

mail us back regarding any questions we had about his business. In addition to this, Google 

Analytics was already being used to track website traffic so it was very easy to get Google 

Analytics linked to the team Google AdWords account. Our client was very appreciative of 

the team efforts in helping him grow his business and the group is also very excited to show 

him more about Google AdWords. 

Future Recommendations: After the campaign window, the team now feels it would be 

most beneficial to study and take the Google AdWords Certification Exam in order gain more 

expertise in Google AdWords and in Pay-Per-Click advertising.  The team will also contact 

our client, Mr. Rothenberg, to answer any questions regarding Google AdWords and ask for 

his opinions on moving forward with AdWords.  Overall, the Google Online Marketing 

Challenge experience was extremely positive and exposed us to the value in Google 

AdWords. The team would highly recommend the continued use of Google AdWords for our 

client and the Google Challenge for any student. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rothenberg 


